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CONGRUENCES OF THE ELLIPTIC TYPE* 

BY 

LUTHER PFS HTjFjR EISENHART 

Introd?ction. 
Let L be a line of a rectilinear congruence; X, Y, Z, its direction-cosines; 

alld , y, z, the coordinates of the point in which L cuts a stlrface of reference 
S. l'hese six quantities are functions of two parameters, say u and v, which 
we assume to be real. As usual we put 

E = E ( 69 ), F = E __ __ ( av ) ' 

Ax AX Ax AX ', Ax AX Ax AX 

e E au a?b s f E av aM s y E av ' 9 E Av Dv 

Of all the rtlled surfaces, formed by lines of the congruence, which pass through 
L two at most are developable. They ate defined by the equation 

(2) (Ef' Fe)du2 + (Eg + Ff' Ff Ge)dudv + (Fg Gf )dv2 O. 

In the case of normal congruences, congruences of Guichard, cyclic congruences 
and congruences of tangents to a real family of curves on a surface, the integrals 
of equation (2) are real. But there is a large variety of congruences for which 
the integrals of this equation are imaginary. We say that a congruence is of 
the hyperbolic or elliptic type according as the two values of dv/du given bv (2) 
are real or imaginary. This paper deals with congruences of the latter type, 
and particularly with pairs of ruled surfaces which are real only in this case and 
which possess properties analogous to those of the developable surfaces of a con- 
gruence of the hyperbolic type. 

One of these systems may be defined analytically by means of the following 
theorem of CIFARELLI: t 

Given two quadratic differential forms 

(3) al du2 + 2a2du dv + a3 dv2, bl du2 Jr 2b2dudt + b3dv2, 

of which the first is definite, that is, al a3 a2 > 0; if one forms the Jacobian 
* Presented to the SoGietsr September 13, 1909. 
t Le (7ongruenze, Annali di Matematica, #er. 3, sol. 2 (1899), p. 148. 
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of these forms and equates to zero the Jacobian of the resulting quadratic form 
and of the first of (3), the solutions of the resulting differential equation define a 
real transformation, say u' + ( u, 1) ), v' + ( u, v ), which changes the forms 
(3) into two 

al d7m'2 + 2a2du'dv' + a3 dv'-, bl du'2 + 2b2 d?'dv' + b3dv'2, 

which are such that 
, , 

(4) bl b3 s a2 ° . 

Since the left-hand member of equation (2) is a definite quadratic fortn, it 
may be taken as the first of (3). If we take for the second the square of the 
linear element of the spherical representation, namely 

(5) d¢2 Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2, 

the parametric ruled surfaces ' const., v' const. constitute a system which 
we shall study in detail. We call them the characteristic ruled surfaces of the 
congruence. 

In §1 the equation of the characteristic ruled surfaces is derived, and there- 
from we discover properties of the lines of striction of these surfaces, of their 
spherical representation, and the fact that their parameters of distribution are 
equal to one another and to the harmonic mean of the maximuln and minimum 
values of the parameter of distribution of all the surfaces tllrough the liIle. 

The determinatioll of a congrtlence with an assigned spherical representation 
of its characteristic ruled surfaces is investigated in § 2, and the results are 
applied in § 3 to the discussion of congruences whose characteristic surfaces 
meet the surface of reference in its asymptotic lines. These congruences are of 
the RIBAUCOUR type. The necessary and sufficient conditions for their existence 
are found, and all example of such congruences is given in §z1. Incidentally a 
theorem is derived concerning the case where the characteristic lines on a surface 
correspond to the asymptotic lines on an associate surface. 

Since the quadratic form (21) is definite, there exist an infinity of real trans- 
formations of variables such that in terms of the new variables the expression 
(2) is of the form \(du'2 + dv'2). We say that such a parametric system is 
isothermic. Section 5 deals with the determination of congruences with an 
assigned spherical representation of an isothermic system of ruled surfaces. If 
p denotes the distance from the middle point of a line to one of its two conjugate 
purely imaginary focal points, the surfaces which are the loci of the points at the 
distances ip, ip from the middle point are of interest in this theory. We 
call them the pseudofocal surfaces of the congruence. 

When the pseudofocal surfaces correspond with parallelism of tangent planes, 
as in § 6, the congruences are of the kind studied by T,TTJTFJNTHAL. He took 
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three functions of z6 + iv, written 

X1 + iSC2 fi(?% + iV), Y1 + iY2=g2(%+ iv), z1+iz2 g3(U+iV), 

and considered the congruence of lines joining corresponding points of the sur- 
faces which are loci of the points ( z1, Y1 s 1 ) s ( S2 Y2 s Z2 ) * We say that two 
such surfaces are conjugate-potential. These congruences of Lilienthal are of the 
RIBAUCOUR type, and the spherical representation of their imagillary develop- 
ables is similal to that of congruences whose focal surfaces are curves. 

Conjugate-potential surfaces are associate to one another. Section 7 deals 
with congruences which consist of lines joining corresponding points on associate 
surfaces. Certain congruences of RIBAUCOUR possess this properttr in an infinity 
of ways, and of this group are the congruences of LILIENTHAL. 

§ 1. (2ha} acterdistic Ruled S?rfaces. 

Given a congruence of the elliptic type expressed in terms of any parametric 
system and with an arbitrary surface of reference. If we put 

(6) A Ef'-Fe B ES+F(f-f)=Ge, (?=gH f 

where ff aiEG F2, the equation of the developables (2) may be written 

(7) Adu2 Jr 2Edudv + Cdv2 O. 

If we apply the theorem of Cifarelli to the left-hand member of this equation 
and to the right-hand member of (5), we find that the differential equation of 
the characteristic surfaces is reducible to 

[A(AG-CE)-2B(AF-BE)] du2 + 2[B(AGf + CE) 

2ACF]dudv+ [2B(BG CF) C(AG! C,5E)]dv2 O. 

In order that the characteristic ruled surfaces be parametric, we must have 

(AG CE)A 2B(AF BE7) O, 

(AG CE)C 2B(BG CF)O, 

which equations are reducible to 
(lO) A C ? 

unless 
(11) A ( BG CF) C( A F BE) O . 

But in the latter case the middle terln also of (8) vanishes, so that the charac- 
teristic ruled surfaces are indetelminate in this case. Hence equations (10), or 
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in other form 

(/+f ) F(E G)-°' (12) 
F(f' f) + Eg Ge O, 

constitute a necessary and sufficient condition that the characteristic surfaces be 

parametric. 
If the lniddle surface of the congruence is taken as the surface of reference, 

we have * 

(13) (fif )F EG(g + G) ° 

Combining this equation and the first of (12), we have 

y+y = ° E + G °' (14) 

and the second of equations (12) lnay be given either of the forms 

(15) EgurEf'_O, IVf+Ge 0. 

In order to interpret the second of equations (14), we recall that the abscissa 

, measured from the surface of reference, of the point P on a line L where the 

line of striction of the ruled surface defined by a value of dv/du meets L is 

given by t 
(16) edu2 Jr ( y + y ' ) dudv + gdv2 

Edu2+2Fdudv+Gdv2 

From this and (14) it follows that the values of r for the two characteristic sur- 

faces through L differ only in sign. Hence we have 
THEOREM 1. The lines of strictioxl of the two characteristic ruled surfaces through 

a line L of the conpruence rneet L in points equidistant from the rniddle point. 

We call these the characteristic points. 
Before proceeding we return to the consideration of the particular case for 

which equation (11) holds as well as (9), that is when the characteristic ruled 

surfaces are indeterminate. These conditions are equivalent to 

AG CE AF-BE BG- CF 

(17) 2B C X ' 

where X denotes the factor of proportionality to be determined. 

that these equations be consistent is 
The condition 

G 2\ E 
F-X E 0 2X(EG F2+X2) O. 

O G F+ X 

* E., p. 401. A refarenoe in this form i8 to my Diffierential Geometry, Boston, 1909. 

tE., p. 395. 
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Since the quantities are real, we must have X O, and consequently equations 
(17) are reducible to 

A B C 
E F G 

Hence the congruences sought are sueh that their developables are represented 
on the sphere by the minimal lines of the latter. This is a characteristic prop- 
erty of isotropic congruences.* Hence we have: 

THEOREM 2. The characteristic r uled surfaces of an elliptic conpruence are real 
and determincute, eweept when the congruence is isot} opic. 

Isotropic congruellces will be excluded from the subsequent discussiol. 
Let r and X denote the abscissue, measured from the middle point of a line L, 

of a limit point P and of the characteristic point C OI1 the same side of the middle 
point. If Z denotes the angle which the tangent plane at C to the correspond- 
ing characteristic surface nlakes with the tangent plane to the principal surface 
at P, we have from Hamilton's equation t 

R r ( cos2 co sin2 co ) 

In like manner for the other characteristic ruled surface we have 

X r(coS2 @! sin2 @t). 

From these equations we obtain 

(18) cos 20 + cos 2z' O. 

Consequently the curves on the sphere which represent the characteristic ruled 
surfaces either form an orthogonal system, or they are eqllally inclined to the 
curves which bisect the angles between the curves representing the principal 
ruled surfaces. 

In the former case, when these surfaces are parametric, we should have 
F= O and also f ur f' O, from the first of (12). Moreover, from the second 
of (12) we should have Eg Gte; that is, the congruence is isotropic. Hence 
F * O, and we have 

THEOREM 3. The curves on the sphere which represeqtt the charcleteristic ruled 
sutfeces are equally inclined to the curves which bisect the angles between the 
imayes of the principal surfclces. 

The developables of a congruence of the hyperbolic type possess the same 
property. 

By means of the preceding results we obtain the quadratic equation which 
the abscissce of the charaeteristic points satisfy, when the parameters and sur- 
face of reference are any whatsoever. If R1 and R2 denote these abscisssse 

*E. p. 412. 
t E, p. 397. 
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and rl, r2, the abscissse of the ]imit points, we have from Hamilton's equation 

rl cos2 Z + r2 sin2 a) s 

X r cos2a)'+ sin2a)' 

and from (t8) 
cos2 @' sin2 @, sin2 6l)t-csoS2 6l) . 

From these equations we deduce 

R1 + R2 rl + r2, 

W1X2 (rl + r2)2 4 ° + r r sin28 

where 00 denotes the angle between the spherical images of the characteristic 
surfaces. If the differential equation of the latter surfaces be written in the 
form 

Ldu2 + 2Mdudv + lVdv2_ O, 
it is readily shown that 

28 S*n28 (EC- 2FMA GL)2, 4H2(M2 NL) 
° ° E21V2 4EFMN+2EGt(2M2- XL)- 4FGLAI+4F2LN+G2l 

Since rlloreover 
r +r _(f+f )F gE- eGJ 4eg (X+yt)2 

1 2- ki3G _ W2 X 1 2 h G - F2 X 

we can readily determine the expressions of the coefflcients of the quadratic 
equation satisfied by the abscissse of the characteristic points. On account of 
the involved form of this equation we will not give it here. 

We shall obtain another property of the characteristic ruled surfaces by 
recalling that the parameter of distributioll of the ruled surface determined by 
a value of dv/du is given by* 

Adu2 + 2Bdqxdv + Cdv2 
( ) P Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gfdv2 

The first of equatiolls (10) expresses the fact that the parameters of distribution 
of the two characteristic surfaces through a line are equal. 

The differential equation (8) can be written 

(20) AGt + CE 2BF Edu2 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2 
2(AC B2) Adu2 Jr 2Bdudv + Cdvz 

If now P1 and P2 denote the maximum and minitnum values of p for all the 
ruled surfaces through a line, and if Pc denotes the value for the characteristic 

* E, p. 424. 
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surfaces, equation (20) may be written, in consequence of (19), 
1/1 I\ 1 

2tP1 P2) PC Hence we have w 
THEOREM 4. T/^e parameters of distribution of tZle two characteristic zuted suazfaces tZlrough a line have the same vable, namely the harmonic mean of the ma.zimuqn and minimurn values of the pa} anzeter for all the ruled suefaces througZ the line. 

The first part of this theorem is a consequence of the following theorem which can he readily proved: 
THEOREM 5. If the lines of striction of two ruled surfaces through a line L meet the latter at points equidistant from its middle pot,nt, the parameters of distei- bution of the two sutzfaces have the same value; and conversel,y. 

§ 2. Spherical Representation of CZlaracteristic Suted Suazfaces. It can be shown that the first derivatives of the coefflcients of the surface of reference of a collgruence are expressible in the form * 
@w eG-f'F@X f'E eF@X aU #2 aU + H2 ---- + zX, 

(21) a z f G gF a X gE fF a X 
-'- E[2 aK + H2 ---+ 7 X, 

and similar equatiotls in y and , where ey and eY1 are functions which must satisfy the conditions 
De Af 
av g7,t, {112} e + {1ll} X-{'22}'y'+ {12 }'g+ Fey EeXl_O 

(22) af-6)9 _ {22}'e+ { 12}'f_ {22}'f'+ {l2}tg+ GZ-Ffy =O 

Av -@-M- + y f ' O, 
the (Shristoffel symbols being {rtS}' are fortned with respect to the quadratic form (5). 
We consider now a congruence of the elliptic type referred to its characteris- tic surfaces. We assume that the middle surface is the surface of reference and that R is the abscissa of the characteristic point of the surface ff const. From (14), (15) and (16) we have 
23 e g Ff Ff' 

R E G - E(; E(; 
* E, pp. 406, 407. 
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The abscisse of the limit and foeal points are given by the respectiVe 
* @ 

equatlons s 

(24) s' 'f + f' )2 _ 4eg 2 XJ-eg 

From equations (23) and (24) we obtain 

(25) R = r sirl 00, R: - ip cos , 
where ao denotes the angle between the &entral planes of the two characteristic 
surfaces. 

In collsequence of (23) equations (21) are reducible to 
@w ER@X @c GR@X 

(26) Au F Av + 7 ' Av - -ab + y}X. 
From the first two of (22) we find that 

Av( F )- F(Xt22}t+G{1t}t) 
(27) 

/1 6)u ( I+7 )+ F( Ji 1 } + G f 1 } ), 
and the last of (22) may be written 

att2( F )+@v2( F )+d [X(E{22}'+G{Il}t)] 
(28) 

+ Av [ Ft E{ 222 } + G { tt } ') ] + 2 --S- R = O 
Since equations (22) are sufficient conditions upon the functions e, f, f', g 

ey and eYl that equations (21) define the surface of reference of a congruence with 
a given spherical representation of linear element (5),+ we have 

T:HEOREM 6. Girerl any systenl of curres orL {he sphere and let E Fa G de- 
note the fmndarrwental coefeients; each sotution of equsltion (28) determines a GOn- 
gruence whose chaesacter-istic aukdo suyrfGtces -^e represented on the .sphere by the 
given systenz of curves. 

From (26) we obtain by differentiation with respect to z6 and v the following 

= ( log fi + { s } ) 87q,,-( G { 1 } + S1?) av Ii 

( ) AuAv--E { 12 } aU-G { 22 }, eX + A X 

aV2 ( ER-E { 2 } ) @tt- + (aVlog-F + { 1;2 } ) aV + A22hr 0 

* E., pp. 396, 399. 

tE., p. 407. 
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where, for the sake of brevity, we have put 

A z = oY'YI GFR-7 ({122}' + a- log F ) + 71-G {1l2}t-ER + a 7, 

Al2-G {212}'7l + E {12l} 7 + eV F 
(30) 

E {212}'7] + E {12lJ 7 + aU + F ' 

A22 =-771 ER-71 ( { 112 } 4- eV log F ) + 7 E-{ 122 } ' + GR + --a71 . 

§3. Congruences whose Characteristic Ruted Surfacesmeet thetr MiddteSurfaces 
in Asymptotic Ltnes. 

We consider in particular the case where the characteristic surfaces cut the 
middle surface in its asymptotic lines. From (29) and (30) it is seen that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for this is 

All_ A22-°* 
In this case we have 

AllG + A22E= G,9u +E a7'-eGe log F -vIEaa log GR= O 

When the values of fy and fY1 from (27) are substituted in this equation, the 
result is reducible to 

(31) Au[E{2} +{22-} +vlog4G]=r[G- {2l2} +{1l} +aUl°gls]' 

But this is a llecessary and sufficient condition that the parametric curves on 
the sphere be the spherical representation of the characteristic conjugate 
system on a unique surface .* The coordinates , , z of F are given by the 
quad rat ures 

(32) S-U =-G (G a -F a ), a = E ( a -E a-), 

where X is given by 

0 log \ 0 log 4-G { 212 } G-{ 1 } ' 
(33) 

g = log>1G_{11;G_{22}t 

* EISENH.&RT, lwhree particulccr systems of lines on a surfclce, T r a n S a c t i o n S o f t h e A m e r 1 c a r 
Mathematical Society, vol. 5 (1904), p. 434. 
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From (26) and (82) we have 

@ZAx aSeS aSeS aS Ax 

(34 E; = O, E;- -+ E; = O, E; = O. 
\ Au aK aM atX Av Au Av Av 

Hence S aIld E; correspond with orthogonality of linear elements and conse- 

quently the congruence wInder consideration is of the Ribaucour type,* and E; is 

the director-surface. 
Referring to (29), we have that another necessary condition that the asymp- 

totic lines on S be parametric is 

av ( <98 log F- + { 22 } ) = u ( a log GfR + { 12 } ) 

This equation and (31) are equivalent to the two 

( ) aueX l°g -s + ag l lt2 }t _ a_ { 12 }t 0 0 G { l2l }' = v G- { 1 } . 

We shall show that these conditions are sufficiellt. 

When equations (35) are satisfied, equation (31) is true and there exists a 

surface , defined by (32). Since the parametric curves on E; are the charac- 

teristic lines, we have t 

(36) E G ' 

and consequently the second of equations (35) is reducible to :7: 

(3 7) ?u- { 1; 1 = ev { 2 } 1 e 

where the Christoflel symbols are formed with respect to the linear element of 

E. This is the condition that there exist a stlrface S correspondillg to E; with 

orthogonality of linear elements and such that its asymptotic lines are para- 

metric. § If we take S for the middle surface of a congruence of Ribaucour 

whose director-surface is , we have a congruence of the kind sought. 

Since the developables of a congruence of Ribaucour correspond to the 

asymptotia lines on the director surface, the conditions (10) that the character- 

istic ruled surfaces be parametric are equivalent to equations (36). Hence we 

have 
THEOREM 7. The characteristie ruled surfaces of a congruence of Ribaucowtr 

cut the middte sufave in tAze curves which correspond to the characteristic conjugate 

system on the director-surface. 

* E., p. 420. 
t Loc. cit., p. 435, 
tE., p. 201. 
Q E., p. 380. 
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In order that these curves on the middle surface may be asymptotic lines, the condition (37) mtlst be satisfied, and consequently we have 
THEOREM 8. Let E be a ,susSfaGe of positive curvature whose characteristic tines forrn a conjugate system with equcGI point invariants cGnd let S be the unique sur- face correspondin.y to E with orthogonc61ity of linear elements in such a wcty that its asymjptotic lines correspond to the characteristic line.s on E; then S is tAle middGe surface and E; the director-surface of a congruence of Ribaucour whose 

characteristic ruled surfaces cut S in its asymptotic lines; and these are the only 
cotyruences of this sort. 

§ 4. The Ctase E G. 
We shall establish the existence of such congruences, by showing that there exist upon the unit sphere systems of curves which are such that when they are parametric the conditions E G and (35) are satisfied. The latter conditions become in this case 

(38) Au { 1 } g3v { 2 }, Au { 2 } av { 1 } If we put 
(39) E=S x, F Bcosz, 
the first of these collditions may be written 

/@logB Alog\\ /@logX Alog\\ 
n \ cos @ 8 \ \ cos @-v s ov su a su ctv 

and the second is reducible by means of the first to 
a / 1 a@\ a / 1 a@\ 

Au tsin Z AuJ Av tsin Z Av ) ' or in other form 

( au2 + eV's ) log tan 2 = ° 2 

The general solution of this equation may be given the form 

(40) tan2 2 +(?t-v) 

where + and + are arbitrary functions. 
From the first of equations (38) it follows that there is a surface SO whose asymptotic lines have the given representation on the sphere. Since E G, the equation of the lines of ctlrvature on 80 is du2-dv2 = O, so that if 

U1 U + t7s V1 U V, 

the curves ul = const., vl const. are lines of curvature. From (40) it follows 
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 24 121 
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that 
t) + ( u + v )-+ ( tt --- v ) U( ul )-V( vl ) 

+(;qt + V) + +(%-V) U(ttl) + V(vl) + 

and consequently the linear elernent of the spherical representation is 

dcr2-U -- V ( Z;dUl + VdV2 ) * 

Moreover, the linear element of JSO is of the form * 

° H ( U + V ) s 

where ,u is a determinate function. Hence SO is an isothermic surface whose 

lines of curvature are represellted on the sphere by an isothermal system. Con- 

versely, it can be shown that when a surface of this kind is referred to its 

asymptotic lines conditions (38) and (40) are satisfied. t 

To this group of surfaces belong the quadrics, cyclides of Dupin, surfaces of 

revolution, minimal surfaces, certain surfaces with plane lines of curvature ill 

both systems5 t and a group of systems recently discussed by A. E. Young. § 

Suppose that SO is such a surface referred to its asymptotic lines, and that 81 

is the unique surface whose characteristic lines have the same spherical repre- 

sentation as SO. In consequence of (39) these lines on 81 form an isothermal- 

conjugate system, and since the second of equations (38) is satisfied, this colljugate 

system has equal point invariants.ll Hence there exists a surface $, corre- 

sponding to 81 with orthogonality of linear elements, whose asymptotic lilles cor- 

respond to the characteristic lines on 81. From Theorem 7 it follows that the 

congruence of Ribaucour for which S is the middle surface and 81 the director 

surface is such that the characteristic ruled surfaces cut S in its asymptotic 

lines, and thus we have a congruence of the kind sought. 

It is evident that 80 is an associate surface of 81 and consequently determines 

a surface 8' corresponding to 81 with orthogonality of linear elements. When 

80 is referred to its asymptotic lilles, the parametric curves on 8' form a conju- 

gate system. In view of Theorem 7 we have that the characteristic ruled sur- 

faces of the congruence of Ribaucour, whose ditector-surface is 81 and middle 

surface 81, cut 8' in a conjllgate system. 

In general, when the characteristic ruled surfaces of a congruence of Ribaucour 

*E.,P. 192. 
tCf. A. E. YOITNG, On a certctinclclssof isothermic surfclces, Transactions of the American 

Math ematical S o ci e ty, vol. 10 ( 1909), pp. 79-94. 

1: EISENHART, Isothermal-conjuDate systems of lines on surfaces, A m erican Journal of 

Mathematics, vel. 25 (1902), pp. 239-248. 

§1. c. 
1t E., p. 380. 
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cut the middle surface in a conjugatx3 system, the spherical representation of 
these surfaces is that of the asymptotic lines on that associate surface of the 
director-surface which is determined by the middle surface. Hence we have 

THEOREM 9. A nevesbary and sz/,gofent condition that the characteristic ruled 
sur faces of a cortg} uence of Ribaucou} cut the rzziddle sutface irb a conjugate systern 
is thcrt the sphe7tcal repzesentatzon of these surfaces sattsfy the cotldttzons 

S t { 1 } Or { 2 } s 

(41) ottou G ou (E {'2 } )-ovt G {2,2 tt) = 0* 

The knowledge of one such system of curves on the sphere leads to the deter- 
mination of another. This results from 

THEOREM 10. If the characteristic ltrzes on a s?brfeee correspond to the crsymp- 
totic lines on an associate surface, the charactertsttc {ines on the latter cor} espond 
to the crsymptotic {ines on the former. 

For, let S1 and X,, be two associate surfaces with the characteristic lines and 
as) mptotic lines respectively parametric, then 

(42) El = DGI, Dl = O, Do= Do'= O, Do =-,uDI = aDI, 

where ,u and cr are two functions such that the coordinates of the two surfaces 
are in the relations 

aS0 @t1 at0 Q @z1 

Au y Av ' Av Au ' 

and similarly for the y's and :'s.* From these we have 

(43) Fo ,U2Gl, Go _ es2E,, 

the functions El, Gl in (42) and (43) being the coefficients of the linear element 
of S1, and Eo, Go the corresponding functions for SO. The diflerential equa- 
tion of the characteristic lines on JSO is reducible to t 

Eo du2 + Go dv2 0, 

which by means of (42) and (43) is equivalent to 

D1 du2 + D1' dv2 O ; 

consequently the theorem is proved. 
*E., pp. 378, 380. 
tE., p. 131. 
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Since asymptotic lines and characteristic lines are real only on surfaces of 
negative and positive curvature respectively, it follows that if a system satisfying 
(41) is real, the siInilar system obtained by means of Theorem 10 is imaginary. 
and vice-versa. 

§5. Isothermic Systems of Ruted Surfc6ces. The PseudofocalFuwfcsces. 

Since the quadratic form 

<) a Adu2 + 2Bduds + Cdv2 

is definite for a congruence of the elliptic type, there exist double systems of 
ruled surfaces which are such that, when a system of this kind is parametric, 
the coefficients of the forns 4) satisfy the conditions 

(44) A C, B= O. 

The determination of these double systems of ruled surfaces is th¢ same analytical 
problenl as that of isothermic orthogonal systems of curves on a surface.* For 
this reason we say that ruled surfaces satisfying the conditions (44) form an 
isothezmic systern. 

On the assumption that such a system is parametric, we have from (6) 

(45) Ef'+Gf F(e+g) O, Eg Ge+F(f' f) O. 

Furthermore, if we take the middle surface of the congruence for the surface of 
reference, we have the condition (13). Combining the latter and (45), we find 
that 

(46) F E G F 

where cr denotes the factor of proportionality. 
When the values (46) are substituted in the first two of equations (22), we 

obtain 

(47) 7 a ¢S, fY1 -giu JrT. 

where we have put 
(48) S {11}' + t22}' 15 {212}' + {111t'. 

And the third of eqllations (22) is re.ducible to 

(49) a 2+ a 2+ Tag+Se +(a-+ar +E+6)U=0. 

*Cf., E., p. 93. 
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Moreover, from (21) we derive the equations of the middle surface in the form 

aS AX { aS 0 X 

Au Av V Av + FJ 
(50) 

__ ff + (--+ cr T ) X. 

Av aN \ Au 

Converselys when the parametric lines on the sphere are any whatever, and 
cr is any solution of equation (49), equations (50) define the coordinates of the 
middle surface of a congruence referred to an isothermic system of ruled surfaces.* 

We shall consider now the two surfaces 81 and 82 whose coordinates are 
given by 

w1 z crx Y1 y cr Y, zl z crZ, 
(51) 

w2 wicrX, Y2 y+crY Z2 zcrz. 

In the first place we remark that 81 and S2, thus defined, are the same surfaces 
for all isothermic systems. In fact, if the values (46) be substituted in the 
second of (24), we find the following relation between cr and the abscissa of an 
imaginary focal point 
(52) 

Because of this result we call Sl and S2 the pseudofocal surfaces of the 
congruence. 

§ 6 . ConjugateoPotential Sue faces. Congruences of Lilienthal. 

Of particular interest is the case when the tangent planes at corresponding 
points of 81 and 82 are parallel. In order to investigate this case, we diSer- 
entiate equations (51), with the result 

u ( Au Av ) ( aM + -@v + ¢S) X, 

(53) 

Av ff (@+ Av)+(@-Ar +¢T)X, 

aU Ct all + aV ) + (U aV vS) X, 

(54) 

Av (AU- Ar )+(oU+ Av +¢T)X. 

If X1, Y1, Z1; X2, Y2, Z2 denote the direction-cosines of the normals to S1 
* Cf. SANNIA, Nvova esposizione della geometria infinitesimale detle congruenze rettilinee, A n n a 1 i 

di matematica, ser. 3, vol. 15 (1908), pp. 39, 40. 
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and oSY2, we find from (53) and (54) 

t -IXE G -F2 { 2X+ (YdU -Z dU )(2 g + oS+ T) 

(y dZ Z d Y) (2 @ log + S- T) } s 

(55) 

E2 G;-F2 t ff + ( Y dU -Z-dtt ) (-2 g + oS-rZ7) 

( y Z Z d Y) (2 @ log cr + S} + ) t 

where E1, F1, G1; E2, F2, G2 are the first fundamental coefficients of Sl and 

(92. From these eypressions it follows that the necessary and sufficient condi- 

tion that the tangent planes to S1 and oSY2 be parallel is that 

(5fi) ElGl F21-E2G2-F2 
and 
(57) a log cr _ 1 T a log cr 1SY 

When the values from (57) are substituted in (53) and (54), it is found that 

dth ^v ff [( dU -dr ) + 21 (S ) X], 

(58) 

dV am = -5 Lt -s-+ a ) - 1 ( s + T) X] 

From these equations it follows that w1 + tS2 s Y1 + iY2 9 zl + z: are analytic func- 

tions of u + iv. Hence we say that S1 and 82 are conjugate-potential surfaces, 

and the congruence COllSiStS of the joins of corresponding points of the pair. 

Conversely, given any three analytic functions, consider the congruence of 

linesjoining corresponding points of the surfaces S1 and S2 so determined. 

The direction-cosines of the lines are of the form 

X 2 1 y Y2 Y1 z Z2 Z1 

2cr ' 2cr ' 2cr ' 

where 2v denotes the distance between the points on 81 and 82. From these we 

obtain 
AX {@z1 @z1 2@logcr 0 

Au 2crt Av + Au + Au }' 
(59) 

AX 1 {aw1 @Z1 a log cr 0 

cnv 2ff c4it Av 2 av Xy. 

If x, y, z denote the coordinates of the mid-poitlt of the join of corresponding 
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points of 81 and S2, equations (59) may be given the form 

(60) @ X= _ 1 (@+ 2 @ log ff X), -= 1 ((9-2 @ log ff X) 
Au ff Av aM Av cr Au Av 

From these equations follow equations (46). Hellce the surface S is the middle 
surface of the congruence, and the parametric ruled surfaces form an isotherrllic 
systern. Congruences of this kind werse considered by Lilienthal,$ and so we 
shall refer to them as congruences of Lilienthal. 

The preceding results may be stated thus: 
THEOREM 11. A rzecessary arbd sufficien.t condition that the pseudofocal sur- 

faces of cx congruence correspond with parallelisqn of tanyent planes s that the 
congruence be of tZle Lilienthat type; tn this case tlle pseudofocal surfaces are 
c o n } u g a t e ̂ p o t e n t t c l l . 

From (57) it fo]lows that a necessary conditioll that the parametric lines on 
the sphere represent an isothermic system of ruled surfaces of a congruence of 
Lilienthal is 

(6 t ) A v 6 1.6 

Furthermore, the function ff given by (57) must satisfy equation (49). This gives 
the further condition 

(62) 2[@T+@S-+2(E+G)] T2+S2. 

Converse?ly, from the general theory it follows that when conditions (61) and 
(62) are satisfied, there exists a congruence of Lilienthal which can be found by 
quadratures. 

Ill consequence of the identity t 

a , , a 
aV ( { 1 } + { 2 } ) - @ ( { 222 } t + { 12 } ' ) 

equation (61) is equivalent to 

a , , a 
a ( { 122 } -{ 212 } ): L -e-( g ll2 } t- { 121 } t ) t 

But this is the condition t that the parametric lines on the sphere represent a 
real isothermal-conjugate system on a sulface E; whose coordinates {, , Uare 
given by the equations 

(63) 0-t=H2(-G-g9-u +F sv ) @--'6=-H-2(F a -E-@-v )' 

* Untersuchungen z?sr allgemeinen Theorie der krummen Oberfachen und gercldlinigen Strahlensysteme 
(Bonn, 1886), p. 80. 

tE. , p. 153. 
$ E., p. 202. 
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LJuly where t is given by 

@4 { 2 } - { 1 } s @ log t = { 12 }t { 11 }t 
From (50) and (63) we find that 

dxdt + dydv + dzdr 0. Hence: 
THEOREM 12. A congruence of Lilienthctl is a congr?sence of :Ftibaucour. If we put 

u ff + v, v _ (v-W), 

the ruled surfaces u const., v const. are the developables. If E, F, G denote the fundamental coefficients of the sphere in this case, we find that the conditioIls (61) and (62) may be given the form 
a _ a _ _ _ _ (64) 

@t6{1} av{ 2} -{112}'{122}t- 

where the sylnbols 4 rt5} are formed with respect to had42 + 2Fdudv + Gdv2. When a real system of lines on the sphere satisfies (64), these lines represent the developables of a congruence whose focal surfaces are curves;* moreover, the semi-focal distance is given by quadratures. Since the tangent planes to two conjugate-potential surfaces oWl and 82 at corre- sponding points are parallel, it is readily shown that the second fundamental coefficients of these surfaces satisfy the relations 

D1-- D1 = D2, D1 D2 D2s and consequently 

DlD'2+D'l'D2- 2D1D2 O. Hence we have 
THEOREM 13. Coniq4gate-potentiat surfaces are associate to each other. 
§ 7. Congruences which consist of the Lines joining Corresponding Points on Associate Surfaces. 
We have seen that the abscissse of the focal points are icr, - icr; hence, the above result follows also from the fo]lowing known theorem t: THEOREM 14. I}% order that two surfaces S1 and S2 corresponding with paral- lelisrn of t.angent planes be associate surfaces, mt is necessary and sufficient that for the congruence formed by the joins of corresponding points M1 and M2 °f these suaSfaces, the focal points and the poznts M1 and SI2 form (x harmonic range. *E., p. 412. 
tE*, p. 425. 
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We inquire whether a pair of associate surfaces is connected with every con- 
gruence after the manner described in the preceding theorem. 

We assume that a given congruence possesses this property and tllat the two 
associate surfaces meet a line of the collgruellce in points whose distances from 
the middle point of the line are denoted by tl and t2. By Theoretll 14 we have 
tlt2 p2 and by (52) 
(65) tl t2 - er2 . 

We must express the condition that the surfaces E;l and 22 defined by 

{1 Z + tl X, 1 Y + tl Y, ¢1 Z + tl Zo 

02 t + t2 X X 2 y + t2 5, 2 z + t2 Z 

correspond with parallelism of tangent planes. 
By means of (50) we have 

5&l t tn + ff av + (u dv ) 
(66) 

nZ' nt6 + t, dv + ( cnv + C0t6 + 577) -^ 

and similar expressions in Dl and Cl. From these we find 

|/ElGl FlXI (t2+er2)HS'+[t(l+ +<rT) 

+ (7 (C0U C5ln ¢S)] (Z C}t6 et6 ) 

+ [(r ( tn t, + ' ff + (rY5)-tl ( a l-f3 -(rtS) j ( / Av -Y sDv ) ' 

where El, Fl, Gl are the first fundamental coefficients of El and Xl, Yl . Zl are 
the direction courses of the normal to E1. 

The expressions for X2, Y2, Z2 are similar to the above. The necessary and 
sufficient conditions that these respective quantities be equal are reducible to 

(67) tl XE2G2 F S t2 XElGl F12, 

(68) @0 + 4ffE@3M + 2ff2 T+ S0 = O, 0t0 - 4ff@ff - 2ff28 + gU = 0 

where, for the sake of brevity, we have put 

(J3 
(69) 0 _ tlv t 
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By means of (49) the condition of integrability of (68) is reducible to 

1 ( 3 8 @ T ) 0 + ( @ (r ) + ( @ 5 ) + (r ( 8 _ + T _ ) 

-2[u +E3r+2(E+S)-(T2+82)]=O. 

Hence in order that two associate surfaces El alld E;2 exist it is necessary that 
the function 0 given by (70) satisfy equations (68). Moreover, it is readil.y 
shown that these conditions are sufflcient. 

When in particular 0 O, equatiolls (68) reduce to (57) and then (70) is 
satisfied. This is the case of congrueilces of Lilienthal. 

It may be shown that equation (61) is equivalent to the first of equations (64) 
and consequently is the condition that the congruence be of the Ribaucour type. 
From this and (70) it results that for the congrllences of Ribaucour, for which 
er is a solution of (49) and 

( @ ff )2 ( @ 5 )2 (8 0 5 T @ ff ) 

2 [@u + Av + 2(E+ G) _ (T2 + S2)] = O, 
the function 0 involves a parameter, and consequently there is an irlfinity of 
pairs of associate surfaces such as El and 2. Moreover, their determination 
requires quadratures only. 

Since aongruences of Lilienthal are of the Ribaucour type, the above result is 
applicable to these congruences; for equation (71) is satisfied by the function er 
given by (57). Now equations (68) reduce to 

@d 2010ger .#9 o @d 20 logera 0 

aV @?) @?t aU 

of which the general solution is 
0 = cv2, 

c being an arbitrary constant. From this result, (69), and (65), we have 
r tl aer, t2 - ( 

where a is an arbitrary constant. Hence we have 
THEOREM 15. With a congruence of Lilienthal there are associated an inflnity 

of pairs of associate surfaces; two of these are conjgate-potential surfaces which 
cut a line of the congruence at points distant ff and er from the middle point; 
and corresponding points of any other pc(,ir are at distances asr, v/a, where a 
is a constant. 

PRINCETON, September, 1909. 
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